
Flat 6 Crowther Court, 21A Mauldeth Road, Heaton Mersey, 

Stockport, SK4 3NE



Guide Price £215,000

NO VENDOR CHAIN. Absolutely impeccable two bedroom second floor flat on Crowther Court, Heaton Mersey, offered to the market chain-free and in a ‘turn-

key’ condition leaving little to be desired that would be attractive to first-time buyers and downsizers alike. The property has been extensively refurbished 

throughout by the current owner recently to provide a contemporary home to be lived in immediately and is ideally located to benefit from the vast array of local 

amenities nearby on Heaton Moor Road. Crowther Court is situated on Mauldeth Road in Heaton Mersey, ideally situated within walking distance of Heaton Moor 

Road and all of its amenities, including bars, pubs and retail outlets. Transport links are also excellent with the Heaton Chapel Rail station a 15 minute walk away 

granting easy access into Manchester. The M60, A6 and A34 are also within easy reach. 
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0161 442 4142

The property includes high specification doors, new carpets and underlay and a full repaint throughout. The heating system has also been completely replaced 

with a digital electronic water heater located in a cupboard next to the entrance to the flat and new digital electronic radiators in each of the rooms. Externally, 

there is a garage for the property in the adjacent block located in the car park, which offers opportunity for external storage, parking and extra parking in the car 

park for residents. The communal gardens to the rear of the building are well-maintained, landscaped and make for a wonderful space to enjoy the summer 

months. Leasehold 999 years from 25.3.1972 (947 years remaining) Ground rent £23 per annum. Monthly service charge £145 pcm (£1,740 per annum)
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IMPORTANT! These particulars and floor plans are set out as a general outline only 

for the guidance of intending purchasers or lessees and do not constitute part of an 

offer or contract, nor may they be regarded as representations. All interested parties 

must themselves verify their accuracy. All measurements are approximate. The 

agents have not tested any apparatus, equipment, fixtures, fittings or services and so 

cannot verify that they are in working order, or fit for purpose. The buyer is advised to 

obtain verification from their solicitor or surveyor.   J273
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